
Newsletter

Somewhere out there are 700 
or so members but although that is 
very pleasing to us we would like to 
hear from a few more of you. Write 
a letter or send an e-mail tell the so-
ciety why and how you grow your 
Streptocarpus, your successes or 
your failures, anything you have 
done to improve your growing, 
something we can make into a little 
article for the Newsletter even if it 
is only half a page its all interest for 
other members.

At this time it is all systems 
go for Frank and myself probably 
for a number of other members who 
grow a fairly large number of 
plants, Feeding, watering and the 
potting on of young stock. The sat-
isfying thing for me at this time is 
about a fortnight after I’ve potted 
on a batch of young plants the grad-
ual change in the leaf growth to that 
vibrant sheen in the colour of the 
leaf and you can see the plant wants 
to get on with growing, satisfying 
indeed and you know then you have 
done a good job and your plants are 
rewarding you for it.

The first few buds are com-
ing along and indeed the odd flower 
here and there a sure sign of things 
to come.

Don’t forget our show in July 

please come along if you can 
possibly make it. For those of 
you who cannot Frank has now 
included a class for plant photo-
graphs the details of which you 
will have had by the time you see 
this in print. 

Whatever way you grow 
your plants enjoy your growing 
season.

Ken Jones
Chairman  
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SECRETARIES REPORT

First of all I would like to thank all of you who or-
dered plants, they should be well on the way to flowering 
now if not in flower.

Quite a lot of you have phoned or e-mailed me re-
garding the growing from seed, some can’t even get it to ger-
minate others get the plants to pinhead size and they then stop 
growing.
I will try to go through all the things that could be wrong, 
firstly your compost could be too wet and the seed has rotted. 
Secondly your compost has been too dry and the seed has 
shrivelled up. Thirdly the seed is no good, its sterile, you may 
just get the odd plant out of a full seed pod, the whole seed 
pod can not be sterile otherwise it would not have formed on 
the plant. My fourth thought is too much fluctuation of tem-
perature; those of you with a propagator put a maximum and 
minimum thermometer in it for 24 hrs to check it, if you have 
had it on the windowsill and you leave it over night it gets 
cold on that windowsill in winter and spring, how would you 
like to spend the night on it? I can hear your answer, no 
thanks its too cold.

Now to the ones that have just popped up and 
stopped growing, again water could be the problem, under 
watering not over watering, but I think talking to some of you 
compost is the main problem, quite a lot of composts seem to 
get very hard and compact thus stopping the young roots 
from getting a good grip into it, try loosening it with a thin 
knitting needle between the plantlets this should help.

Also as above, temperature will play a good part 
again, I find if you can keep the humidity high it also helps in 
the very young stages, so a mist spray will not do any harm, 
just a light one every day but not in full sun.

I have changed my mind regarding the time of year I 
sow my seed, in future I am going to sow it in mid Septem-
ber. I did this with one lot last year sowed on the 15 of Sep-
tember and pricked out very early January are now showing 
flower (25 April)

Seed sown on December 25th is just ready for potting 
into small pots (2 ¼ inch) started pricking this out in mid 
February to early March, according to the growth, some seed 
grows much faster than others, I cant tell you which ones do 
it, its just one of those things that happen in the growing of 
plants to annoy us.

Seed sent to me at the end of February and was sown 
on March 1st has shown only 3 plantlets, I had four lots from 
a member and on opening the packets the seed was of excep-
tional quality but its not come up, is it me or is it the seed, I 
think its me, I have done some thing wrong but can’t think 
what. Perhaps the compost was too wet! I don’t have a clue, 
so please try again if your seed sowing has not been a great 
success, I will, the problem is I can’t get any more of the seed 
I lost, but you can just drop Sue Long a line with a Stamped 

Addressed Envelope.

Rod North has just returned from South Africa and 
has sent me five pictures of Streps growing in the wild 
which a few are on this page, I think the picture of Strepto-
carpus Dunnii growing at the bottom of Rob Kunitz garden 
is fantastic, Rob is a member and has promised to send 
some seed when its ready, if it sets seed that is.   

Frank.  
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Dunnii growing in 
the open Photo by 
Rob Kunitz

Galpinii growing in 
sheltered crevice 
Photo by Rod North

Galpinii  growing 
under rock overhang 
Photo by  Rod North

Streps growing on 
forest floor Photo by  
Rod North



just inside the windows - though the plants were set 
back from it somewhat - dipped to minus 4.5 degrees 
centigrade, and even then not all plants were affected. 

At this latter temperature, a handful of seedlings exhib-
ited visible signs of the leaf tissue having frozen. Such 
parts were cut off. Worst affected were fleshy-leaved S. 
kentaniensis x ( 'gardenii' form x ‘Sandra’) specimens, 
but also one or two 'standard' hybrid x 'standard' hybrid 
seedlings. S. baudertii x ( 'gardenii' form x ‘Sandra’) 
and other crosses involving baudertii appeared unaffect-
ed.

In my view Streptocarpus benefit from a winter rest, and 
it is wasteful and unnecessary to heat greenhouses and 
such quarters for them to temperatures above plus 5 de-
grees centigrade. Broadly speaking, if you are faced 
with a choice of greater warmth or greater light, I would 
advise giving the greater light every time, as long as the 
temperature is survivable. I find that late-flowering S. 
kentaniensis hybrids will carry on flowering at low tem-
peratures anyway.

iii) Anti-drip device in propagators.

If, like me, you grow Streptocarpus from seed, have to 
go away for several days at a time, and either don’t have 
anyone to wipe the condensation off the propagator 
hood every morning – or don’t trust them to – then you 
may have problems until seedlings are reasonably large. 
Large drops of condensate will develop and fall onto the 
compost, cratering it. This could bury seed, and con-
ceivably even splash seed of one cross into a compart-
ment where another has been sown.  

When I go away I erect a tent of fleece within the propa-
gator, stretching it over a series of wire hoops and pull-
ing it taught under the rim of the hood. Indeed, it should 
only touch the hood around the rim. 

Condensation problems are significantly reduced be-
cause the fleece is

i) held up within the propagator and does not interface 
with the much cooler air outside,
ii) ‘breathable’, allowing air to cross it and
iii) moderately absorbent, so that the condensation that 
does develop is to some extent held by the material.

The fleece should be removed carefully upon ones re-

CULTURE, COMMENT AND 
COMPETITION.
By Chris Rose. Bristol, England.
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CULTURE - THREE USES FOR FLEECE.

There is more than one kind of ‘horticultural fleece’. 
The type I use is a very thin, white, randomly spun, 
translucent material. It is primarily sold for laying over 
early vegetable crops to keep the frost off.

i) Shading.

Basically, the more light you can give Streptocarpus, the 
better they will flower. But too much direct sunlight can 
cause rapid wilting – especially as they also flower bet-
ter pot-bound – and in extreme conditions, leaf scorch. 

For some years I've used this fleece for shading a dou-
ble bank of 'display' Streptocarpus in my lean-to. Even 
folded double it lets quite a lot of light through - without 
distorting its colour - but cuts down the intensity of the 
sunlight sufficiently to minimise these problems. Being 
very lightweight I've just got it suspended across a se-
ries of strings pinned to the wooden spars supporting the 
sloping roof. The rear corners are tied to nails. Clothes 
pegs are used as weights on the front corners to stop it 
slipping out of the end strings. It's easy to push back or 
pull up depending on the weather. A short cane with a 
cork stuck on the end can be used to adjust parts of it 
that are too high to reach when fully extended.

With insufficient well-lit space indoors, hybrid Strepto-
carpus seedlings have been got to flower sooner by put-
ting them outside over the summer. Stood on liners 
made from opened-out and cleaned plastic compost 
sack, in frames that simply consist of old windows leant 
against a west-facing wall, they grow very well, with 
only a little snail damage here and there. Fleece tacked 
behind the glass again provides adequate shading. 
Chicken wire held across the open ends keeps the local 
cats out.

ii) Protection from low temperature damage (or: 
Are you cooking your Streptocarpus ?)

Late in the season fleece is laid over Streptocarpus seed-
lings kept in an unheated garage, until it becomes essen-
tial to try and cram them indoors for the rest of the win-
ter. Also early in the year when space limitations again 
become a problem and some have to go back out.

Minus 2 degrees centigrade is no problem. Visible dam-
age to leaves has only occurred when the temperature 



CULTURE, COMMENT AND 
COMPETITION. (continued)

turn. The largest drops of condensate are likely to be on 
the wire hoops. Perhaps pipe cleaners, or wire wrapped 
in some other absorbent material, would obviate this.   

This method is effective for 3, at a push 5 days.

COMMENT ON PESTS – COMING TO A 
STICKY END.

i) Whitefly.

Contrary to Ken Jones’s comments in the February 2003 
Newsletter; whitefly can be a minor problem on Strepto-
carpus. At least if you have a big problem with them on 
nearby plants, as I did with scented-leaved Pelargoni-
ums. When Provado became available, it wiped them out 
for good almost overnight. The interesting thing was that 
the whitefly scale seemed to be confined to species (or in 
the odd case species hybrids) though on some more than 
others, and on some not at all. I recall S. candidus being 
affected. 'Standard' hybrids appeared to be immune. I am 
not able to say whether this is because the 5-6 species 
originally used to develop the great majority of Strepto-
carpus hybrids currently in commerce are immune. It 
would be interesting to know the biochemical and/or 
physical basis for these differences in susceptibility/ 
whitefly attraction or repulsion. There is a fellow mem-
ber of the Saintpaulia and Houseplant Society who de-
veloped an allegic reaction to species Streptocarpus, but 
not any of the commercial hybrids. It is tempting to 
speculate that there may be a common factor at play 
here.

ii) Streptocarpus as sticky traps.

The sticky flower stems of Streptocarpus vandeleurii, 
and first generation hybrids of it, will 'catch' a small 
number of fungus gnats. Recently, I have noticed that 
some other hybrids, which appear not to be sticky, can 
also do this, but I have not made any systematic notes on 
the subject.  

In January 2000 John Beaulieu from Canada, responding 
to this observation, said that he had noticed that ‘insect-
catching’ also seemed to be a trait of the common Strep-
tocarpella hybrids. If there were any white flies, they 
were attracted to ‘Concord Blue’, and were always found 
dead on the leaves. 
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COMPETITION – MORE SHOW SUCCESS IN 
LONDON.

I began exhibiting Streptocarpus at the Saintpaulia and House-
plant Society’s annual show - held as part of one of the Royal 
Horticultural Society Westminster Shows – back in 1995, 
some years before the BSS came into existence. Plants are 
transported from Bristol to Westminster by taxi then train, and 
then tube then foot. The RHS has pursued a policy of scrap-
ping these shows, especially over the summer, and this has 
necessitated a shift in the SHPS show from July to October. 
This has very much favoured the use of my smaller, dainty-
flowered hybrids based on S. kentaniensis, which can be re-
lied upon to be flowering strongly at this time. 

In 2002 I took the certificate and cup for the Best Houseplant 
in show (other than an African Violet) with one of my own 
Streptocarpus hybrids for the second year running, and for the 
third time in five years.

There are two classes especially for Streptocarpus, and others 
in which they may also be entered. Of my plants, Best in 
Show, and First in the class for a Streptocarpus grown under 
ordinary living room conditions, was a small and very sym-
metrical {kentaniensis x [parviflorus x (white johannis x 
‘Elsi’]}hybrid with darkish purple-violet flowers. Third was 
an intense red {[(white johannis x ‘Elsi’) x ‘Joanna’] x dun-
nii} seedling which looked particularly striking when some 
direct sunlight fell upon it. A [kentaniensis x (‘Sandra’ x self)] 
that had taken Best in Show in 2001 was Commended in the 
‘One flowering houseplant’ class. 

Turning to the section for plants grown in greenhouses and 
conservatories, another of my [kentaniensis x (‘Sandra’ x 
self)] seedlings was First equal in the ‘One flowering house-
plant’ class. This has light violet-blue flowers, with a white 
eye and dainty S. formosus-via-‘Sandra’-derived flecking on a 
yellow band up the tube. Similar, but with taller flower stems 
and making a nice head above its array of narrow arching 
leaves, a [kentaniensis x (gardenii form x ‘Sandra’)] was First 
in the ‘One Streptocarpus’ class. Another of my kentaniensis x 
[parviflorus x (white johannis x ‘Elsi’]} seedlings was second, 
this one being light purple-violet with an attractive netted pat-
tern of vein colour on the lower lobes that stops nicely short of 
the edge. 

Placed varieties from other growers were ‘Crystal Ice’ with a 
Second and ‘Kim’ a Third. 



MEETING ROY LANCASTER 
by Kim Williams
Robin and I had been approached by the Sway gardening club 
asking us if we would like to open our garden for charity along 
with 19 other gardens in the village as part of their garden 
open day, as we hold a National Collection of Streptocarpus it 
was an added interest. The charity we would be supporting 
was Wessex Cancer Trust, it was their 20th anniversary and to 
make the event special Roy Lancaster was to officially open 
the event, as he is a patron of the Trust. We were told that he 
would open the event in one of the gardens in the centre of the 
village and would come and see half a dozen gardens on the 
day, we were not to get our hopes up as his schedule would be 
tight, we were the furthest garden away from the village being 
on the outskirts that we had told ourselves he would not be 
coming to us, but it would have been nice. He is my idol; we 
could not be that lucky.
As the day drew nearer we were busy tidying the garden des-
perately finishing off a brick path we had started, the Strepto-
carpus were being very stubborn, hardly any flower in sight, 
light levels were very low for May and we would be open in 
June. 
The big day arrived, sorting as many Streptocarpus that were 
in flower for sale making the greenhouse look quite bare as 
they still had little flower, rather embarrassing. Ready or not 
the visitors soon arrived to a steady pace, I had placed myself 
in the greenhouse so I could answer any questions about Strep-
tocarpus, boy was there some, trouble is as people could come 
in one end and leave through the other end I was finding my-
self answering the same questions, I should have set up a re-
cording like you get in museums! What compost to use? Wa-
tering? cuttings? and general care, of course I am always more 
than happy to talk Streps but I felt like I had talked to everyone 
of the 372 people that visited that day!
Robin made himself a runner, making sure all helpers were 
alright throughout the day, he had his mobile with him as we 
were advised and received a call from the organisers to say 
Roy Lancaster was on his way, he immediately came and 
found me in the greenhouse and told me, I think my first 
thoughts were no surely not then oh no, the Streps are looking 
awful. Robin so happened to be at the gate when he saw some 
figures marching down the lane towards our entrance and sure 
enough Roy Lancaster was heading the group.
On entering the gate and being introduced to Robin he walked 
over to the plants for sale asking my mother if she was Kim! 
On hearing I was up the greenhouse he proceeded to walk up 
the garden heading straight for the greenhouse, as people were 
trying to talk to him he politely told them he was here to see 
Kim. I was talking to a group of people at the time when he 
walked in, I think I was in shock, I shyly said hello, for once I 
was speechless those that know me would not have recognised 
me! I remember apologising to him for the Streptocarpus not 
being in flower, which did not seem to bother him, it was our-
selves he had come to see. Standing next to my idol Roy Lan-
caster in my greenhouse having our pictures taken was shear 
heaven.
What a lovely pleasant man he is, so down to earth and always 
listening to what we were saying, Robin mentioned reading an 
article in the Gardener's World magazine that Roy had written 
the month before about Digitalis (Foxgloves) and how rare it is 
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to have a fasciation (an upward facing top flower), Robin said 
that we had three such plants, Roy's words were show me so off 
we go to show him, on the way Roy commenting on plants and 
groupings of plants which he liked, his enthusiasm for plants 
always has me enthralled, so much knowledge and so much 
passion for plants it spills over to anyone listening. On reaching 
the Digitalis plants he showed a lot of interest and said he had 
never seen three like that together before. What a coincidence it 
was that Roy should write that article and visit our garden with 
them in, this year we have not had one Digitalis like it! We did 
not feel threatened by his knowledge; he is one genuine person 
who loves to share the sheer passion for plants.
It was soon time to say our goodbyes, it is only afterwards were 
we really able to appreciate the visit, and all the if onlys come 
to light. How I had wished I hadn't been so shy and been able to 
talk to him normally, I was truly dumbstruck by him.
For weeks afterwards, and even to this day we talk about his 
visit, Robin will say to me Roy Lancaster in our garden what a 
very special day it was that will last forever.
Thank you Roy for making our day.

Roy Lancaster with Kim Williams

Kim Williams. Open Days 2003. 
Garden open in aid of charity 8 June.

Strep open days, Saturdays.
July 19th.

August 16th.
September 13th.

October 11th.
From 10am to 2pm.

Kim says: - Unfortunately garden and greenhouse are 
not suitable for the disabled, also please phone before
embarking on a long journey.

Kim Williams. Brambley Hedge.
Mill Lane. Sway. Hants. SO41 8LN

Phone. 01590 683570.
e-mail rwkw@waitrose.com



N e w s le t te r

THE GROWING OF STREPTOCARPUS 
HYBRIDS (Part 2) by Ken Jones
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gradually turning over 3 – 4 days to that marvellous 
ice blue colour well worth growing both of these.

Colours now that in general are not so evident. 
Starting off with “Kerry’s Gold” which became very 
popular just as our Society was formed a neat grower 
it tends to have rather upright foliage medium sized 
blooms of a nice salmon pink with a yellow throat 
with darker lines in get it right and it’s a beautiful col-
our in hot sunny conditions it will appreciate a little 
extra shade.

Later breedings and still on the newcomers list 
are “Texas Sunrise” and “Texas Sunset”, both of 
these have “Kerry’s Gold” in their breeding slightly 
bigger in habit and larger flowers both appreciate a 
little extra shade at flowering, also again with these 
two be very careful with your watering. “Strawberry 
Fondant” and “Copperknob” both come into this 
colour range and both of these are very robust grow-
ers, “Copperknob” is a real gem in colour with the 
outer part of the petals being that coppery colour 
while the centre is darker and more orange coloured. 
Both of these are what I term as “easy growers”. 
“Terracotta” also comes into this range and again is 
a fine easy grower it is an unusual colour and to keep 
that colour in bright sunny conditions again extra 
shading needed. One more in type of colouring espe-
cially if you are a windowsill grower and do not have 
room for larger plants is the American variety called 
“Muse” a nice neat habit carries its salmony pink 
flowers fairly low over the foliage and is a very easy 
grower.

Coming on to the pink range of Streptocarpus 
now and there are many now in this colour and vari-
ants of it, it’s very difficult to make a choice of which 
to mention. One of the oldest I know and still a very 
firm favourite is “Tina” described as magenta with 
veining in the petals a good grower with plenty of 
flower. “Bronwen” a white sport of “Stella” with 
pink veining but a lot larger plant and flowers is an-
other in this type of pink. “Stella” which it came from 
is also pink and another good choice. If you are look-
ing for a nice rosy pink and smaller flowers a plant 
with good growing qualities then certainly “Catrin”
would fit the bill. One or two of our breeding line, 
something slightly different is “Ruffels” pale pink 
with slightly darker veining on the lower petals the 
edges of the petals having that ruffled appearance. 

Having written part 1 calling these main show 
types part 2 puts me in a bit of a dilemma for out 
there are still plenty more varieties which certain-
ly well grown will also grace the show bench so 
it really is a matter of personal choice.

This part I’m going to refer to a number 
of different coloured ones and how you may 
grow them for the best effect. Biased or not a 
number of these are the ones raised by Frank Da-
vies and myself and very often will have the 
“Franken” prefix in front of their name, “Nita”, 
“Stacey”, “Purple Haze” etc. and two that are 
most popular of all in this range “Sheila Emily”
and “Borderline”, all of these have this wonder-
ful tracy type patterning in their flowers the 
strongest grower of these is Borderline with its 
white edge and a well grown plant of this really 
does look well carrying 60 – 70 blooms. It really 
does best for me by taking cuttings in mid May it 
very often carries a nice head of flower in a 3 ½ 
inch pot by late August and is then potted into a 5 
inch pot the following spring and that season will 
see it give off its best performance. All of the 
others in this range for me are treated in a similar 
manner but the big difference in these is the foli-
age, which does leave a lot to be desired. “Sheila 
Emily” is probably the worse culprit having long 
crinkly leaves and not many of them even a well 
grown plant will only have 5 or 6 leaves, howev-
er it does have the ability to produce a remarka-
ble amount of flower up from such a small 
amount of leaf. Very often 4 – 5 flowering stems 
from each of these leaves flowering at the same 
time so that it does put up a good “head” remark-
able for such a delicate looking flower they also
last a very long time on the plant. “Nita”, 
“Stacey” and “Purple Haze” all grow in a simi-
lar fashion as they all have a rather fine root sys-
tem be very wary of over-watering. Two more 
that actually came from the same breeding pro-
gramme as these are “Magpie” and “Blue Ice”
but these are more robust in their habit of growth. 
“Magpie” makes a wonderful head of deep blue 
large flowers with white in the centre the sort of 
sheen in the blue you see in a Magpies wing 
hence its name. Blue Ice is also a wonderful 
flower at the start of flowering it comes out white 
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Two now bred from seed sent by our Australian 
member Ken Wilson and released last year are 
“Modbury Lady” and “Raspberry Dream”.
“Modbury Lady” is a medium type of grower 
sometimes a little slow to get away but once it does 
it will put up a good head of sugar candy pink 
blooms up with a few very fine dark lines in the 
throat its what I call a very nice “ladies” flower. 
“Raspberry Dream” also is quite an eye catcher as 
the name suggests it is Raspberry pink with deep 
coloured blotch in the throat with white at the front 
slightly smaller in growth habit again a good one for 
the window growers, one slight fault it will some-
times shed one or two flowers in the hottest weather 
but it has plenty of fresh ones coming once its in 
flowering mode. 

Blues, Mauves and Purples again so many of 
these for as you may well know many years back in 
hybrids blue was the predominant colour. A couple 
of early bred blues for me were “Amanda” and 
“Helen” both of which are good growers and still 
very nice plants “Amanda” is a very rich blue 
which really stands out in colour. “Helen” is very 
much more a pastel blue with a white throat carries 
its flowers really well and a good plant of this can 
really hold its own anywhere. I’ve won many prizes 
with this one on the show bench. “Judith” one of 
my own earlier raisings is also another good one in 
this colour range a slightly smaller one than “Helen”
and another good bet for a windowsill grower a nice 
neat habit. A recent introduction and again one from 
Ken Wilson’s seed is “Bluebird”. Nice clean low 
foliage with flowers carried well over the leaf clear 
blue with a white throat and a few lines.

Now to the mauve colours a lot of which 
have varying amounts of two tone colours and some 
tracing or veining in them. Older ones being 
“Sarah” and “Paula” both of which are still very 
good varieties and well worth growing, good upright 
habits and both will easily make specimen plants for 
greenhouse, conservatory or the show bench. Three 
in our own range in this category are “Mary”, 
“Kisie” and”Izzy”. “Mary” is usually the earliest of 
these to flower and once started she never knows 
when to stop, so a real easy grower, both “Kisie”
and “Izzy” are both very strong growers and easily 
make strong large plants no trouble at all. One of the 
best smaller flowered ones in this type of colour is 
Dibleys “Bethan” it has a very neat habit not too 

large in the foliage but at the same time can carry 
absolute masses of blue overlaid purple veined flow-
ers.

These are just a few of many varieties availa-
ble from quite a few sources, in the next part I intend 
to mention some of the newer ones, some from 
America and one or two favourites not previously 
mentioned.
………..to be continued.
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My second query concerns compost. I would like to see, 
if possible, someone who is knowledgeable in the subject pub-
lish details in the newsletter of what they consider is the opti-
mum blend of compost, stating the percentage of materials, that 
should be used for the various stages of a Streptocarpus plant's 
life. We read many different person's usage in this respect so it 
would be helpful, to me at least, to see an experts formula. I 
would also repeat this request on the subject of sand. An article 
mat would reveal the differences between the many types and 
grades of sand that one can buy including the various sands 
available from the building traders. Learning about the various 
chemicals that are present in some grades that would be harmful 
to plants could save us a lot of heartbreak.

Lastly, noting your mention of pictures for the newslet-
ter the enclosed slide is of a plant that surprised me by producing 
twin flowers with one stalk but two sets of petals, stamen, etc. 
but unfortunately I went off on my boat for several weeks, with-
out that particular plant and when I returned the remains of the 
flowers had been disposed of. At this time I'm not even sure if I 
still possess the plant. You have probably seen such before but it 
was my first occasion. Sorry for the slight over exposure.
Yours respectfully,

T.W.Barkley      e-mail kdbarkley@cwctv.net

Tom your initiation into Streptocarpland obviously 
prompted the next stage, like so many of us you have become a 
Streptoholic once having grown a few and seeing more varieties 
that you haven’t got becomes very addictive, I know from experi-
ence.
Your query about propagation of leaves I would say, think more 
in gardening terms rather than engineering terms. Whatever 
type of cutting you are taking whether Streptocarpus, Chrysan-
themum, Fuchsia or Dahlia etc. then of course the sharper and 
finer the blade the better. If you have the earlier issues of the 
Newsletter you will see that our main method is using a whole 
leaf cutting out main vein from the centre and using both sides of 
the leaf, Frank and myself both use this method very successfully 
and thousands of cuttings are produced this way.

Your second query regarding compost poses quite a 
question for every grower tends to have their own favourite mix 
or brand. However expert people may be a lot of things can in-
fluence what type of compost you use this may vary from your 
own growing conditions to what types of branded composts are 
available to you in your area. Again there are various mix sug-
gestions in earlier Newsletters including my own favourite mix. 
By the way if and when I do use sand certainly it is not from a 
builders merchant I use only horticultural sand. That way you 
are sure of no chemicals.

Your plant with two sets of petals is a condition known 
as FASCIATION. This occurs at times on a number of varieties I 
suggest you completely remove any leaf that this occurs on simp-
ly because it removes any chance of you using that leaf for cut-
tings it is not a disease but a genetic breakdown in the plant this 
condition also happens at times with some plant species out in 
the garden.

Mem. 225
Dear Mr. Causer,    

My initiation into Streptocarpland occurred sever-
al years ago when I somehow acquired a plant and being a 
habitual experimenter I propagated several plants from 
leaves and, (by various methods!), procured leaves from 
other varieties, grew more plants until my 90 or so made it 
difficult to get into bed at night.
One of our, (Kathy, my wife and I), problems apart from 
our bungalow being of no great size, we own a narrowboat
and tend to take off for lengthy periods just when the plants 
are needing most attention so I have to farm out as many as 
I can and then cram the rest into the boat and take them 
along. As you know friends will gladly help but if they are 
not Strep growers they almost always over-water with only 
one result. These experiences and a modicum of applied 
common sense have made me condense my collection 
down to about 20 in number.
However my reasons for writing are not the above but first-
ly the methods of propagation. The standard method usual-
ly proposed is that of cutting a leaf across the lower part 
and inserting it into appropriate compost. I have never done 
that since my initial failed attempts. Instead I take a young 
leaf, cut it across just above the stem, and stand it in a glass 
with 1 cm. of water, which I frequently change, until after 
3 weeks or so the roots appear and when developed suffi-
ciently I transfer to compost.
At this point I would stress a practice which I believe is 
necessary when taking cuttings from any plant or shrub, 
etc. but which I rarely see included when people write or 
talk about cuttings. Usually cuttings are removed from a 
parent plant with scissors, secateurs, knives, etc. and then 
planted but any engineer will tell you that cutting is a 
shearing action in which the layers of material involved, (in 
our case plant cells and tissue), are severely crushed and 
destroyed so I always place my cuttings on a suitable sur-
face, eg. Breadboard., and recut the bottom of the cutting 
using the sharpest instrument available. Eg. Razor, new-
Stanley knife blade, scalpel, or similar. This removes the 
crushed tissue to a fair degree and gives the plant a better 
start in life. You will never achieve perfection in this tech-
nique unless you are trained in histology and the use of a
microtome but you will help the plant to a fair degree. 
Even if you use a very sharp blade to remove the initial 
cutting from the parent plant you will, by the very indeli-
cate action of our hands, cause more damage to me tissue 
than results from the 'breadboard' technique.

I have sometimes wondered if, in the case of soft 
tissue plants like Streps. More success would be achieved 
by simply knicking die edge of a leaf and then carefully 
tearing the leaf gently across. This may avoid any shearing 
or crushing action and leave the edge of the leaf in a more 
healthy state but so far I've not managed to allot the time to 
such a study. I think I can now hear you saying that this is 
taking things too far but you must admit it is better than 
watching all the rubbish on TV!

LETTERS From Members (with comments 
from Ken or Frank)
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Back to your problem regarding “farming plants out”, 
why not try the wick watering method so very popular in Australia 
and America. Again this is in a earlier issue but it basically  con-
sists of a length of knitting yarn 5 ply nylon cut into 5 inch lengths, 
one end is inserted into the bottom of the pot then this is placed on 
a container something like a round margarine tub with a lid which 
has two holes cut out one to insert the wick and the other to fill up 
the container with water that way your plants would not get over 
watered.
Ken Jones.
Dear Tom
I would like to put a note in the next newsletter. I live near Worces-
ter and would like to know if any member in the area would be in-
terested in sharing either the picking up or dropping off of plants at 
the Society's show in July, as I would like to take some plants but 
don't want to be there for the whole day to bring them home again! 
Hope this makes sense!
If anyone is interested they could get in touch on 01905 381887
Thanks a lot
Karen McLellan.
Dear Frank.                                                                                             
14/02/03.
I have visited two of the shows at Brownhills, last year joining the 
society. I had some free seed from the show but nothing came of 
these, except, one pot did have some seedlings appear but they just 
faded away. However, my own seedlings have survived through the 
winter, having been pricked out into tray (supermarket strawberry 
tray with lid) and kept in the greenhouse at 40 deg F each plant hav-
ing just one leaf. I hope they are laying down root.
I have grown Streps for years, more potluck! The odd plant in the 
Fuchsia greenhouse then I saw my friend’s Strep greenhouse in full 
bloom. WOW! So lovely, dear bright blooms. My friend Kath Join-
er does really well and has lots of plants. My favourite of all time is 
Falling Stars; does anyone have a spare leaf?
Maureen Bartlett   (260)
40 Hillcrest Road, Birmingham, B43 6LU.

Keep up the good work and have another go at seed from the seed 
fund, Kath grows a good plant, but next time you visit her ask her to 
bring you over to visit me when the plants are in flower.
Frank.
Hello Frank.
First of all thank you for your welcome to me as a new member of 
the British Strep Soc and for your letter and other enclosures. I am 
writing to tell you that the mystery of " Barbara" has been solved. I 
hope that you find this amusing and that you have a sense of hu-
mour!
It all started when a friend asked me what to do about her one strep, 
which was in her words "very sad". She said that it had been a 
lovely deep maroon colour when she had been given it. I asked her 
to let me have it and I would investigate. When it arrived it certain-
ly looked to be on its last legs with leaves all withered and in far too 
large a pot. So I teased it out of its compost and found that it was 
just about clinging to life with one tiny green leaf which I repotted 
carefully with its bit of root and placed it on the kitchen windowsill 
where I could watch over it and administer "tlc". However I was 
not too optimistic about its chances and noticing that my 
friend had put a label on it as "Barbara" I decided to contact Di-
bleys to see if they could provide a replacement. That was when 
they drew a blank and advised me to contact you, which as you 

know I then did. I hadn't seen my friend for some time and when 
we next met I explained what action I had taken and said that you 
were trying to trace it in the USA. She then started to laugh and 
said that she had labelled it Barbara because she had been given it 
by a friend in the Isle of Wight and the friend's name was Barba-
ra!!! So really there is no such animal!
I am pleased to report that her nameless "orphan" seems to be 
picking up and now has two quite strong leaves so I seem to have 
saved its life. I have no idea what it's real name is, but if and 
when I manage to get it to flower I will get back to you to see if 
you can identify it for me. On the touchy subject of Barbara how-
ever, if anyone ever "invents" a new strep which they want to 
name could I ask if they could call it Barbara not only because of 
this anecdote but also because I have two sisters in law and an 
aunt of this name and I'm sure they would be pleased with a pre-
sent bearing their name.
The really good outcome of all of this is that through you I found 
out about the British Strep Soc and became a member. (You have 
my permission if you so wish to put this letter into the next news-
letter. Members may be amused!!)
Thank you for your efforts! Regards, Tony Bradley (140)

First I must say thanks to Tony for not letting me waste a lot of 
time trying to locate the Strep Barbara, but the name Barbara has 
been used in the USA in 1994 it was listed in the Lyndon Lyon 
catalogue (Raspberry-fuchsia blossoms are flushed with a yellow 
throat that is dotted and streaked with maroon) sounds quite nice, 
so if any one has a leaf spare please let me know.
I did find it quite amuseing.
Frank.
Dear Mr Davies.
Could you please put this informa�on about our GARDEN OPEN-
ING in the next newsle�er if at all possible?
I would also like to say, I repot my streps in February using Lev-
ington’s Plant Protec�on compost. I’ve used this for the last 5 
years, a�er having trouble with greenfly, it has worked very well 
and plants are very healthy. I split the plants up when repo� ng, I 
started off with 60 and ended up with 122 (all in the house) 
some of these will be for sale when the garden is open.
Many thanks for the interes�ng newsle�er.
Gill Hancock. (187)  (see back page)
How do you get away with this spli� ng up of plants when I do it I 
loose 50% of them, its nice to know the Levington works.
Frank.
Hi Frank,
Having been inspired by your own greenhouse 12 months ago I 
put up a new 12' x 8' greenhouse devoted solely to streps.
I found I needed to shade it well and have 40% shading on the 
inside and outside. All benches are covered by capillary matting 
which is watered by hand when needed. In the summer months I 
found I had to water onto the capillary matting about every 3 
days.To all water was added quarter strength phosphate fertiliser. 
This procedure is carried out all year round when water is needed.
Plants have grown and flowered very well all year. This winter I 
have also added bubble insulation on the inside. Watering has 
proved difficult as it is my first year carrying streps through the 
winter in a greenhouse. I gradually reduced water as it got cooler 
in the autumn and through December and January I have been 
watering each plant by hand as it needed it, i.e. when the leaves 
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Addresses for mail or
ar�cles for publica�on 

in next issue

Ken Jones
23 North Street
Boney Hay 
Burntwood
Staffs
WS7 8PB

Frank Davies
9 Wharf Lane
Chasetown
Burntwood
Staffs
WS7 8QY
Tel:- 01543 672938

Or e-mail
Tom Causer

tom.causer@ntlworld.c
om
Deadline for ar�cles, 

ques�ons or le�ers is
31/08/2003

If you have pictures you 
want printed in the 
Newsle�er please send 
photos, 35mm negs or 
slides to Tom Causer or 
Ken Jones these will be 
returned a�er publica-
�on.

looked to be drooping too much. I have had to cut leaves off as they developed rot at their ends but 
have only lost 1 plant entirely. I have continued to propagate all year round from leaf cuttings in a 
heated propagating case in my 8' x 6' greenhouse. This greenhouse also has 2 fluorescent lights on for 
12 hours per day during the autumn and winter months. Young plants flourish nicely under these 
lights. I have had a Spider in flower (3 flower stalks) all winter in there in a 2" pot. I conclude they 
can be flowered all year round under the right light and heat conditions. I also have to admit that I 
have had Crystal Ice in flower all winter, in fact it started to flower better as autumn developed. By 
the way, the compost I use for cuttings, with excellent results is a ratio of 2:1 Bulrush multipurpose 
compost and 2-4 mm vermiculite. Leaves are set lengthways with the mid-rib removed and root usu-
ally within 6-8 weeks and are then potted up into 2.25” pots after 10-12 weeks. This will vary slightly 
according to variety.
Questions: 
1. As the flower stalks appear from the base of leaf stalks, will flowers not appear on the same leaf 
next year?
Answer. If the leaf has had more than two flower stalks it is highly probable that that leaf will not 
flower the following year.
2. Should old leaves, i.e. last year's, be cut off each year as the new leaves begin to grow strongly.
Answer. YES if new growth is forming at the base of the plant all old leaves should be taken off as 
near to the centre of the plant as possible, this may result in the plant becoming half the size it was 
but by March you will see that the plant is almost back to its full size.
3.  Regarding the netted types, they seem to take longer than the most of the other varieties to root, is 
there something in their genes to give slower and poorer rooting.
Answer. I haven’t a clue about the genes, (or the corduroys) we have found that they seem to be 
thicker in the leaf and the growth is more on the upright side, also the roots are very fine and they 
grow slower than a lot of the other varieties, but seem to flower earlier and longer.
For reference the main netted ones are Nita, Purple Haze Sheila Emily Spider and Blue Ice. All these 
are fine rooted.  
New Plants:
I have just received your latest newsletter, a good read, keep up the good work. 
Good growing
Best regards
Peter F. Cooke - Member 156

GARDEN OPEN FOR CHARITY.
Gills Garden is open from 2.30 to 5.30 on SUNDAY JUNE 1ST AND SUNDAY JUNE 29TH

Admission £2. Child free. Wheelchair Access. Home made teas, plants NO DOGS PLEASE.
Gill Hancock, 334 Belper Road, Stanley Common, Nr Ilkeston, Derbyshire.

SWAP SHOP.

Kathy Spissman, 4086 Brownlee Dr. Tucker, Ga. 30084 USA. (membership No. 623)
Kathy would like to swap some of her leaves for some of the English ones, as she has never sent leaves through 
the post, she says when I see how you do it I will send some to you.
Can anyone supply any of the following?
Modbury Lady, Ruffels, Blue Ice, Gower Midnight, Kerry’s Gold, Strawberry Fondant, Hannah Ellis, Ruby Anni-
versary, White Wings, Texas Sunrise, Terraco�a, Copper Knob, Dainty Lady.
What ever you can spare would be greatly appreciated. I have a Hundred streps I grow in my basement. I really 
love them, am a member of the Gesneriads Interest Group. I do a lot of garden club talks and I am always trying 
to spread the word about other gesneriads. Since Dale Martens told me about our magazine and I joined I just 
can’t wait to get another issue. I enjoy them so much.
Thanks again Kathy.
e-mail> mrsstrep@bellsouth.net<

Jim Ellis hopes to be at the following Flower shows
June 19—22 Blenheim Palace
June 29—July 2 The Royal Show.
August 6-7 Bakewell Show
August 24—25 Edenbridge and Oxted.
September 7 Arley Hall Autumn Fair.
Jim says: -- We hope to be at the shows above in 2003 and, although we do not need any help, we 
would welcome a visit from any Society’s members (with or without questions and problems!)


